INTRODUCTION
We, BIN HARKIL GRANITE FACTORY take this opportunity to introduce that
we are 100% fully owned Saudi company with head office in Jeddah having
manufacturing facility based in Najran, and branch office in Riyadh.
BIN HARKIL GRANITE is emerged and recognized as one of the leading
manufacturer of Granite with its array of classic products in and out of the
kingdom.
Should you require a radical change, then, we are there to match with the
construction industry requirements by offering our variety of Granite
products. Our factory is equipped with state of the art technology to meet the
high quality standards and services towards the client’s wants and needs.
We are dedicated to take the challenges and satisfy our clients by rendering our
fullest support and services in technical and after sales.
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As a result of maintaining the high quality, prompt delivery and efficient and
value added services we achieved the trustworthiness and loyalty among our
clients. Our positive and gentle approach towards clients for the past years have
justified our achievements and empowered us to sustain the level of integrity in
every facet of our future endeavor.
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PLANT FACILITY

MANUFACTURING FACILITY
TOTAL AREA					
COVERED PLANT AREA 		

:
:

PRODUCTION LINE CAPACITY
SWAN SLABS				
:
SURFACE TREATMENT			
:
POLISHING					:
CUT TO SIZE/TILES				
:
EDGING					:

54,000 M2
24,790 M2
26,500 M2/Month
1,200 M2/Day
800 M2/Day
1,600 M2/Day
540 LM/Day

WAREHOUSE FACILITY
COVERED WAREHOUSE AREA
WITH OVERHEAD CRANE			

:

2,400 M2

OPEN YARD AREA
WITH OVERHEAD CRANE			

:

12,200 M2

OPEN WAREHOUSE AREA			

:

6,120 M2
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Our product is delivered to project in Saudi
Arabia and neighboring countries such as:
Historical Palace ground in Najran,
Jeddah Gate, and some educational
and health project.

Bin Harkil Granite Colors

Granite and Marble Manufacturing

						

GRANITE AND MARBLE MANUFACTURING
24

Bin Harkil Granite & Marble Factory is the
latest and youngest plant in Saudi Arabia. It
has own quarry site that has been delicately
chosen to provide the client with a high quality
product. The plant is fully mechanized
between different machinery to maintain the
high productivity which ensure the delivery of
the items on time.
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QUARRYING & GRANITE PROCESSING

Quarry Site

Transportation to Factory

Monowire Machine

Polishing Line

Najran Granite Plant

Multiwire Machine
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GRANITE PRODUCTS
SAUDI BIANCO

NAJRAN TROPICAL BROWN

NAJRAN ROSE

FINISHES
Honed
Polished
Flamed
Sand Blasted
www.binharkilgranite.com

Leather Touched
Bush Hammered
Flamed & Brushed

The Granite samples or image mentioned
to this profile may vary from the actual
product.
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GRANITE PRODUCTS
NAJRAN DARK BROWN

SAUDI PINK

DESERT DARK BROWN

FINISHES
Honed
Polished
Flamed
Sand Blasted

Leather Touched
Bush Hammered
Flamed & Brushed

www.binharkilgranite.com

The Granite samples or image mentioned
to this profile may vary from the actual
product.
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GRANITE PRODUCTS
LAR BROWN

FINISHES
Honed
Polished
Flamed
Sand Blasted
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Leather Touched
Bush Hammered
Flamed & Brushed

The Granite samples or image mentioned
to this profile may vary from the actual
product.
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GRANITE PRODUCTS
SLABS

CUT TO SIZE
EMAAR FOUNTAIN

ROMAN THEATER FOR AL BAHA MUNICIPALITY
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GRANITE PRODUCTS
GRANITE TILES/FLOORINGS
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DANUBE HYPERMARKET
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GRANITE PRODUCTS
WALL CLADDING
BIN FAQEEH REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT CO.

KITCHEN AND VANITY TOP

www.binharkilgranite.com

										

Bin Harkil Granite Factory supports counter top projects, steps and risers with skill designer and installer all over
Saudi Arabia..
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PAVING SETTS, COBBLES & CUBES
COBBLES LINE/STOCK

If you are looking for a durable, eye catching alternative to paving then our range of setts, cobbles and cubes are just for you.
With endless possibilities for design, this style of paving is an excellent choice for any civic paving project that requires heavy day to
day foot traffic.

PAVING SETTS
Setts are most commonly produced with a sawn top and bottom face (although they can also be
cropped/split on all sides). This method provides a practical, pedestrian-friendly surface finish, an
accurate depth tolerance and a durable, rustic appearance.
A choice of top surface finishes is available based on the proposed area ’s estimated traffic , from slipresistant flame textures to rougher finishes for busier areas.

COBBLES
Bound with mortar or set in material such as sand, cobbles are a great choice for a sustainable
surface for year-round, heavy traffic road usage. With a range of materials to choose from you can
personalize the look and feel with ease.

CUBES
Sourced from across Europe our range of cubes are available in a range of varied shapes and sizes. Our
granite cubes , sourced from Portugal are cropped and split rather than sawn , resulting in wider
tolerances (typically +/- 10mm per side) through the manufacturing process.
These variations in cube shape and size will allow the creation of different patterns and bonds of your
layer during cube installation to deliver a traditional rustic appearance
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CONTACT US

MAIN BRANCH

NAJRAN BRANCH (GRANITE FACTORY)

Al Jawhara industrial zone,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
P.O Box 24113, Jeddah 21446

Modon Industrial city. Al husainiah, Najran,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Tel. No.: +966 12 6252208
Fax no.: +966 12 6252285

MAIL US OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE :
info@binharkil.com
www.binharkil.com
www.binhrakilgranite.com

Tel. No.: +966 12 6252208
Fax no.: +966 12 6252285

FOLLOW US ON:

